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“GLIMPSE OF FUTURE”: INNOVATIVE PATHOLOGY TEACHING IN A RURAL MEDICAL SCHOOL IN AUSTRALIA - ONE MAN ARMY!
Shashidhar Venkatesh Murthy, James Cook University, Australia

GROWTH THROUGH MENTORING – MENTEE’S STAGES OF GROWTH
Toh Ying Pin, National University Hospital, Singapore

THE ROLE OF STEM CELLS MARKERS IN 3D GLIOBLASTOMA TUMOUR CELLS GROWTH
Pooja Ramakant, King Georges’ Medical University, India

ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF REVISED BASIC COURSE WORKSHOP IN MEDICAL EDUCATION TECHNOLOGIES IN CHANGING PERSPECTIVES IN FACULTIES USING PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRES
Tasnim M Mahmoud, The British University, Egypt

TO STUDY THE PREVALENCE OF PRE-CANCEROUS CONDITIONS OF CERVIX- A HOSPITAL-BASED STUDY
Harwinder Kaur Cheema, Punjab Institute of Medical Sciences, India

VALIDATION OF "PEDIATRIC QUICK REVIEW SYSTEM(PQRS)" AS A MEDICAL EDUCATION TOOL FOR TEACHING PEDIATRICS TO UNDERGRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL STUDENTS
Monisha Sahai, Rajasthan University of Health Sciences, India

BALANCING PROFESSION, FAMILY AND CULTURAL NORMS BY WOMEN DENTISTS IN PAKISTAN
Rubina Mumtaz, Islamabad Medical and Dental College, India

VENUE
Mantra Parramatta
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Sydney | Australia
A PROSPECTIVE STUDY ON ROLE OF METFORMIN AND MYOINOSITOL IN MANAGEMENT OF POLYCYSTIC OVARIAN SYNDROME
Samatha Ampeti, India

SEPSI MANAGEMENT: PATIENT EVALUATION FROM ADMISSION TO FOLLOW UP
Filippo Mauceri, Italy

REFLECTION ON THE MEDICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTHCARE BETWEEN CHINA AND THE U.S.: FOLLOW UP STUDY OF A FOUR-YEAR SERIES CARDIOVASCULAR VISITING PROGRAM BETWEEN PEKING UNIVERSITY AND UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Jianqing She, First Affiliated hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University, China

THE USE OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY IN STRESS MANAGEMENT OF NURSING STUDENTS: A MIXED METHODS STUDY
Michael Bermudez, New Jersey City University, USA

Z-SCORE, PREDICTOR FACTOR IN COMPLICATIONS OF CONGENITAL AORTOPATHIES IN CHILDREN
Natalia Gavriliuc, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Moldova

FORMAT FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS UNDER “ASSISTANCE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF STATE S&T COUNCILS” PROGRAMME OF DST (GOI)
Sri Ramya Totakura, India

PERCEPTION TOWARDS NURSING PROFESSION AND FUTURE LIFE ORIENTATION AMONG NEWLY ADMITTED AND OUTGOING NURSING STUDENTS AT SELECTED COLLEGES OF EASTERN NEPAL
Shyam Lamsal, B.P.Koirala Institute of Health Sciences, Nepal
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